Division of Occupational Safety and Health
Communications, Research and Standards, Medical Unit, Asbestos and Carcinogen Unit, Crane Unit, and CALICO Laboratory

Vacant
Chief

Communications
Brandon Hart
Program Manager
Communications and Strategic Planning

Outreach Coordination Program
Juan Callejom
District Manager (Oakland)
Sacramento
Michael Alvarez, ASE (RA)
San Bernardino
Gilbert Martinez, ASE (RA)

Professional Development and Training Unit
Santa Ana
Kathy Amos, SSE
Kelly Howard, SSE (RA)
Vacant, SSE
Sacramento
Mary Christian, SSA

Publications Unit
Santa Ana
Laura Drew, ASE
Sacramento
Marlene Cheuk, ASE

Heat Ag Coordination
Sacramento
David Hornung, SSE (M)
Judy Whitfill-Lee, SM (Non-Supervisory)

Eric Berg
Deputy-Chief %
Research and Standards

Medical Unit
Dr. Paul Papparelli, MHA III (LBC)
Mary Kazmier, NC III (VMD)
Rosa Caravantes, OA (NW) (100% M&T)

Vacant
Chief Enforcement Administrator

Established by DIR through interagency agreement with CDPH (LC 1472)

Hazard Evaluation System and Information Service (HEISIS)
Vacant, Chief, PHN 0 III
Kashyap Thakore, Staff Toxicologist, Specialist
Jennifer McFarland, Research Scientist III
Mary Deems, Bilingual Health Education Consultant III
Angela Williams-Bell, MMT

Jason Denning
Principal Safety Engineer

Asbestos and Carcinogen Unit
Jeff Ferrell, SSE %

American Canyon
Robert Olson, ASE %

Sacramento
James Leachfield, Office %
Mary Smitle, AGPA
Linda Kim, SSA
Susan Lengyel, Office %
Smouni Sadliah, MRT
Vacant, ONY

Research & Standards Occupational Health Unit
Oakland
Garrett Kreting, Staff Toxicologist
Vacant, Assoc. SE (381, 299)
Susan Edwards, SSE %
Vacant, SSE
Peter Scholtz, SSE (RA)
Vacant, MTT

Sacramento
Amela Neidhardt, SSE %
Vacant, SSE

San Diego
Grace DeLillo, SSE %

Vacant
Chief

Research & Standards Occupational Safety Unit
Oakland
Yancy Yee, SSE
Spencer Price, SSE
Larry McCune, SSE (RA)

Santa Ana
Arne Gupta, SSE
Vacant, SSE

San Diego
Romeo R. Hori, MRT
Lorraine Beelen, MTT

Crane Unit

San Diego
Kathleen MacNeil, ASE

American Canyon
Kenneth Sasse, ASE
David Thress, ASE
James McCarthy, ASE
Marvin Jones, ASE

San Bernardino
Ivan M. Ramesh, ASE

Santa Ana
John McCormick, ASE
Ronald Sego, ASE
Oscar Gomez-Ramirez, ASE

Red font denotes employees receiving bilingual pay
% = current or formerly TN
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